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1 Overview on MixTRV

The MixTRV package enables to model continuous data which are heterogeneous in a wide range of
contexts as cluster analysis, semi supervised classification, discriminant analysis or statistical hypothesis
testing.

Data

Let us assume that a sample{xi ; i = 1, . . . , n} ⊂ Rd of continuous data is structured intoK homoge-
neous groups.zi = (z1

i , . . . , z
K
i ) ∈ {0, 1}K is a vector indicating whetherxi belongs to the groupk (zk

i = 1)
or not (zk

i = 0). All the datapointsxi are observed but three situations are considered about the vectorszi

(i = 1, . . . , n).

• Situation 1. All the vectorszi are observed: the structure is totally known.

• Situation 2. Some vectorszi are observed but not all of them: the structure is partially hidden.

• Situation 3. None of the vectorszi is observed: the structure is totally hidden.

Let us noteI (resp.J) the set containing the indexesi of the observed (resp. hidden)zi . The three situ-
ations above only differ onI andJ contents: Situation 1 corresponds toJ = ∅, Situation 2 toI , ∅ and
J , ∅, Situation 3 toI = ∅.
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Goal

The difference between Situations 1, 2, 3 does not lie on the type of data but only on the part of the
data which is observed or hidden. MixTRV proposes twenty-two models for the complete data (xi, zi)
which are convenient for Situations 1, 2 and 3. These models,which assume that the conditional data are
normally distributed, are useful in the following statistical procedures.

• Discriminant analysis.WhenJ = ∅ the observed couples (xi, zi) (i = 1, . . . , n) may be the training
sample in a discriminant analysis context. Inferring a Gaussian distribution from each subsample
{xi ; zk

i = 1} (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}) enables to build a discriminant rule and to allocate any other unlabelled
data (test sample) to the existing groups.

• Statistical hypothesis testing.In the caseJ = ∅ one may wonder if some parameter is rather homo-
geneous than free through the original populations of the subsamples{xi ; zk

i = 1} (k = 1, . . . ,K).
This can be decided thanks to a Likelihood Ratio Test by considering the involved parameter as
homogenous or free in the inference ofK Gaussians.

Let G be the number of levels of the observed vectors{zi ; i ∈ I }: G = |{k;∃i ∈ I , zk
i , 0}|. Generally

G andK are not exactly the same:G is the number of existing groups whereasK is the number of
researched groups. So, in any caseG ≤ K. But in the two last contexts, discriminant analysis and
statistical hypothesis testing, of courseK = G.

• Semi supervised classification. I, ∅ andJ , ∅ is typical of semi supervised classification. A mix-
ture of Gaussians inferred on both labelled and unlabelled data enables to allocate the continuous
datapointsxi that have no label. The most commonlyK = G. But one can also consider thatK > G
in order to discover groups that are non observed.

• Cluster analysis.When the data are all unlabelled (I = ∅) they can be clustered intoK groups by
inferring some finite Gaussian mixture. ThenK is the mixture order, it is authorized to vary along
positive integers, and it has to be determined at the same time that the parameter of the model must
be estimated.

General model

Each couple (xi , zi) is assumed to be a realization of a random vectors (X i,Z i). Vectors (X i ,Z i)
(i = 1, . . . , n) are supposed to be independent and identically distributed. Thek-th componentZk

i of Z i

equals 1 with probabilityπk (πk > 0 and
∑K

j=1 π j = 1) and each conditional vector (X i |Zk
i = 1) is Gaussian,

centered inµk ∈ R
d, with (symmetric positive definite) covariance matrixΣk ∈ R

d×d.

So, this model enables the following two-step scenario for the genesis of the continuous observed
dataxi (i = 1, . . . , n): for eachi the realization ofZ i (step 1) determines which one amongK Gaussian
distributions generates the observationxi (step 2). Moreover theK Gaussians characterize at the same
time the inter-group heterogeneity and the intra-group homogeneity.

Remark.The coefficientsπk are usually called mixing proportions in a cluster analysiscontext and
conditional weights in a discriminant analysis framework.In the following both terms are used always
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referring toπk (k = 1, . . . ,K).

Parsimonious models

As each covariance matrixΣk is symmetric positive definite, it can be decomposed as:

Σk = TkRkTk (1)

whereTk is the corresponding diagonal matrix of conditional standard deviations andRk the associated
matrix of conditional correlations. SoTk(i, j) =

√

Σk(i, j) if i = j and 0 otherwise (A(i, j) denotes the
coefficient in rowi and columnj of any matrixA), andRk = Tk

−1
ΣkTk

−1. Further one can define the
conditional standardized mean vectorVk as follows:

Vk = T
−1
k µk. (2)

As highlighted in Biernacki and Lourme (2013), the matrixTk appears as a normalization parameter:
µk andΣk are the Gaussian parameters of the conditional vector (X i |Zk

i = 1) whereasVk andRk are the
center and the covariance matrix of the scaled random vectorT −1

k (X i |Zk
i = 1).

As (1) is a canonical decomposition each parameterTk,Rk, Vk is unique and the general model can
be parameterized byψ = {(πk,Tk,Rk,Vk); k = 1, . . . ,K}.

This parameterization enables to consider several models by combining meaningful constraints onπk,
Tk,Rk andVk:

• πk (k = 1, . . . ,K) are positive and they sum to 1. We consider two possible states of the weights:
free (no additional constraint onπk coefficients) or homogeneous (π1 = · · · = πK = 1/K).

• Tk (k = 1, . . . ,K) matrices are diagonal positive definite. We consider threepossible states of stan-
dard deviations: free (no additional constraint onTk matrices), proportional (∀ (k, k′) ∈ {1, . . . ,K}2,∃ ak,k′ >

0 : Tk′ = ak,k′Tk) or homogeneous (Tk = T ).

• Rk (k = 1, . . . ,K) matrices are symmetric positive definite, their diagonal coefficients equal 1 and
the non diagonal coefficients range between−1 and 1. We consider two possible states of the
correlations: free (no additional constraint onRk matrices) or homogeneous (Rk = R).

• The standardized meansVk (k = 1, . . . ,K) are either free (no constraints) or homogeneous (Vk =

V ).

Any model assuming homogeneous standard deviations, homogeneous correlations and homogeneous
standardized means is discarded: such a combination of constraints leads (i) to merge theK mixture
components into one single Gaussian if the weights are equalor (ii) to non identifiable coefficientsπk

(k = 1, . . . ,K) when the weights are free. Then the so called TRV family contains twenty-two models.

Any TRV model name is a word with four letters: H or F in first, third and fourth position depending
on that weights, correlations and standardized means are either homogeneous or free; F, P or H in second
position indicating if standard deviations are supposed tobe free, proportional or homogeneous. For
example the model called FPHF assumes free weights, proportional standard deviations, homogeneous
correlations and free standardized means. Fig. 1 displays the twenty two TRV models, explains their the
nomenclature and summarizes their inclusion relationships.

Parameter estimation
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FHHF FPHF FFHF

FHFF FPFF FFFF

FPHH FFHH

FHFH FPFH FFFH

HHHF HPHF HFHF

HHFF HPFF HFFF

HPHH HFHH

HHFH HPFH HFFH Free (- - F -)

Homogeneous (- - H -)

correlations

Free (- F - -)Proportional (- P - -)Homogeneous (- H - -)

standard deviations

Free (- - - F)

Homogeneous (- - - H)

standardized means

Free weights
(F - - -)

Homogeneous weights
(H - - -)

Fig. 1: The twenty-two TRV models: nomenclature and inclusion relationships (two models are nested when there
exists a sequence of arrows leading from one to the other).

Whatever is the situation 1, 2 or 3, MixTRV estimates the parameter of every TRV model by Max-
imum Likelihood. φd(•;µ,Σ) denoting the probability density function of thed-dimensional Gaussian
distribution centered inµ with covariance matrixΣ, the log likelihood of the parameterψ computed on
the observed data is:

ℓ(ψ) =
∑

i∈I

K∑

k=1

zk
i {logπk + logφd(xi ;TkVk,TkRkTk)}

︸                                                     ︷︷                                                     ︸

ℓa(ψ): log likelihood from labelled data

+
∑

j∈J

log
K∑

k=1

{πkφd(x j;TkVk,TkRkTk)}

︸                                          ︷︷                                          ︸

ℓb(ψ): log likelihood from unlabelled data

(3)

ψ being subject to the constraints of the model at hand. Formula (3) displaysℓ(ψ) as the sum of two
termsℓa(ψ) andℓb(ψ) which are the log likelihoods ofψ computed respectively on the labelled and on
the unlabelled observed data.

The inference ofψ which rests on the maximization of (3), involves several algorithms depending
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both on the situation 1, 2 or 3, and on the model at hand. Let us give some cue points about the estimation
of ψ within each situation.

• Situation 1. J = ∅. In this case the log likelihood ofψ computed on the unlabelled data is null and
then the observed value of the log likelihood is:

ℓ(ψ) =
n∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

zk
i {logπk + logφd(xi ;TkVk,TkRkTk)} (4)

(4) is additively separable with respect toπ = (π1, . . . , πk) on one hand and toν = (V1, . . . ,VK),
τ = (T1, . . . ,TK) andρ = (R1, . . . ,RK) on the other hand. So, the optimum of (4) can be obtained
by maximizing (4) at first with respect to the group weights and then with respect to the other pa-
rameters.

If the model at hand is a standard homoscedastic (H/F-HHF) or heteroscedastic (H/F-FFF) model
then the parametersπk, Tk,Rk, Vk are estimated in a closed form.

For anyone of the eighteen other TRV models the group weightsare estimated in a closed form but
a so called TRVal stepwise algorithm intended to optimize (4) when the weights are fixed, is used
for estimating the parametersTk,Rk, Vk. More precisely, the estimateŝTk, R̂k, V̂k (k = 1, . . . ,K)
at which (4) reaches an optimum minimize:

K∑

k=1

{2 log|Tk| + log |Rk| + trace(R−1
k Wk)} (5)

whereWk =
(∑n

i=1 zk
i (T

−1
k xi − Vk)(T −1

k xi − Vk)′
) /(∑n

i=1 zk
i

)

. So TRVal aims at determining the
minimum of (5) subject to the constraints of the model at hand.

• Situation 2 and 3. J , ∅. This case covers all the situations where some of the vectors zi are
unobserved.

An Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (see Dempster et al., 1977) can be implemented for
estimating the standard homoscedastic (H/F-HHF) and heteroscedastic (H/F-FFF) models. Starting
from an initial value ofψ, the latter algorithm increases iterativelyℓ(ψ) by alternating the two
following steps.

– E-step. Compute the coefficientstki related to the current valuẽψ of the parameter, according
to:

tki =

{
zk
i if i ∈ I
π̃kφd(xi; µ̃k, Σ̃k)

/∑K
j=1 π̃ jφd(xi ; µ̃ j, Σ̃ j) if i ∈ J

(6)

– M-step. Maximize the expected completed log likelihood ofψ parameter:

ℓc(ψ) =
n∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

tki {logπk + logφd(xi;TkVk,TkRkTk)}, (7)

πk, Tk,Rk andVk being subject to the constraints of the model at hand.
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For anyone of the four considered models H/F-HHF and H/F-FFF, at the M-step, the parameters
πk, Tk,Rk, Vk are estimated in a closed form.

For the eighteen other TRV models MixTRV involves a Generalized Expectation Maximization
(GEM) algorithm (see Dempster et al., 1977). Starting from an initial value ofψ, the latter algo-
rithm increases iterativelyℓ(ψ) by alternating the two following steps.

– E-step. Compute the coefficientstki related to the current valuẽψ of the parameter, according
to (6).

– GM-step. Increase – instead of maximize in an EM algorithm – the expected completed log
likelihood (7) subject to the constraints of the model that is considered.

(7) is additively separable with respect toπ = (π1, . . . , πk) on one hand and toν = (V1, . . . ,VK),
τ = (T1, . . . ,TK) andρ = (R1, . . . ,RK) on the other hand. So, in order to increase (7) the
GM-step alternates the two following substeps:

∗ Step GM-1. Maximize (7) with respect toπ.

∗ Step GM-2. Increase (7) with respect alternately toν, τ andρ.

For each of these eighteen TRV models, the GM-2 step above is detailed into the electronic
supplementary materials of Biernacki and Lourme (2013).

Remark.Let us consider anyone of the TRV models that are different from H/F-HHF and H/F-FFF.
Any method intended to maximize (4) whenJ = ∅ can obviously be used to maximize (7) whenJ , ∅.
So, there is no need of a GEM algorithm whenJ , ∅. Once the mixing proportions have been estimated
(GM-1 step), (7) can be maximized with respect to the other parameters thanks to TRVal. Then the
proposed GEM algorithm would be replaced with an EM algorithm. But GEM is preferred to EM in the
current version of MixTRV because of its lower cost in computational time.

2 How MixTRV works

2.1 Installing MixTRV

The MixTRV package is a set of eleven Matlab functions calledEstimPart.m, Graf.m, LogLiCo.m etc.
Paste the uncompressed MixTRV folder into your Matlab work folder. Then MixTRV can be run as
in the following examples (Sections 3.1 to 3.4) after movingfrom the current Matlab directory to Mat-
lab/work/MixTRV.

2.2 MixTRV flowchart

The following flowchart shows how the eleven MixTRV functions work together and summarizes the
usefulness of each one. For further details one can refer to the short description beginning each MixTRV
function.
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ClusTRV
classification and cluster analysis

TesTRV
likelihood ratio test

Graf
graphical tools

Stats
observed statistics

EstimPsiPart
maximum likelihood estimates

EstimPart
fuzzy partition estimate

PsInit
parameter initialization

EstimR
correlation estimates

EstimT
standard deviation estimates

LogLiCo
expected completed log likelihood

LogLiOb
observed log likelihood

Fig. 2: MixTRV flowchart

3 Using MixTRV

Although discriminant analysis, semi-supervised classification and cluster analysis constitute distinct
frameworks, Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 should be read consecutively because each section includes re-
marks and tools which are useful in the other sections.

3.1 Discriminant analysis

Swimming into a small stagnant pond of the St. Lawrence Valley (Canada) you meet three turtles. Mea-
suring their carapace length, width and height (in cm) you get 110, 85, 42 for Turtle 1, 121, 94, 45 for
Turtle 2 and 139, 97, 49 for Turtle 3. Could you guess which of these turtles are males or females?

In Jolicoeur et al. (1960), 48 painted turtles living nearby- the gender of which is known - are de-
scribed by the same features (carapace length, width and height measured in cm). So MixTRV will help
you to estimate the gender of the three met unsexed turtles (test sample) by learning a discriminant rule
on the 48 sexed reptiles of Jolicoeur and Mosimann (trainingsample).

The data

Below turtles denotes a 48× 3 matrix obtained from the dataset called turtles in the Flury R-
package: thei-th row of turtles gives the length (column 1), the width (column 2) and the height
(column 3) of thei-th turtle carapace. The turtle gender, coded 1 for a female and 2 for a male, is
recorded into a 48× 1 vectorz. The matrixturtles and the vectorz can be loaded by running the script
turtleslocated in the folder data.
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Model inference
[model,dof,psi,part,stat]=ClusTRV(turtles,z,2,{’HHFH’,’FPHH’,’HFHH’,’HPFH’})es-

timates by Maximum Likelihood the parameter of four TRV models on the two groups of sexed turtles.
Then are displayed, as in Table 1: the name of each estimated model, the parameter dimension (dof),
the maximized log-likelihood (logL) and the corresponding values ofAIC (Akaike, 1974) andBIC
(Schwarz, 1978) criteria. The names of the four estimated models are recorded into the cell calledmodel,

model dof logL AIC BIC

HHFH 12 −430.0 442.0 453.3

FPHH 11 −426.5 437.5 447.8

HFHH 12 −402.1 414.1 425.4

HPFH 13 −424.0 437.0 449.2

Table 1:Four TRV models estimated on the turtles dataset

the parameter dimensions are intodof, the maximized log-likelihood values intostat.ell, the AIC
values intostat.aic and theBIC values intostat.bic. The outputpart is a 48× 2 matrix storing
a disjunctive partition of the turtles performed fromz: each row is either1 0 for a female or0 1 for a
male. At lastpsi is a cell harboring the parameter of each estimated model.

[bestbic,index]=min(stat.bic) records the bestBIC value of Table 1 and the corresponding in-
dex. Then the name (HFHH) of the best model forBIC can be recalled with:model{index}, the parame-
ter dimension (12) with:dof(index), the maximized log-likelihood (−402.1) with: stat.ell(index),
the correspondingAIC value (414.1) with: stat.aic(index), theBIC value (425.4) with: bic(index).
The parameter estimates are intopsi{index}.

If AIC is prefered toBIC as a model selection criterion,[bestbic,index]=min(stat.bic)has to
be replaced for[bestaic,index]=min(stat.aic).

In order to select a model among the twenty-two models of the whole TRV family, one has to change
the first instruction into:[model,dof,psi,part,stat]=ClusTRV(turtles,z,2,’allmodels’).

Graphical outputs
In Fig. 3 the data and the model HFHH retained byBIC are plotted into the canonical plane height×

length. This figure is obtained with:Graf(turtles,z,psi{index},[3 1]).

The two dark grey solid segments (each one passing through anellipse center) have equal slopes
which means that height and length of the carapace are identically correlated among male and female
turtles.
The light grey crosses are superimposed indicating that each of the variables height and length has the
same standardized mean and, so, the same coefficient of variation whatever is the turtle gender.
The standard deviations are free through the two groups since the dimensions of the pairwise dashed rect-
angle sides are neither equal (this would mean homogeneous standard deviations) nor proportional (this
would indicate an isotropic transformation of the standarddeviations).

Note that all the data of Fig. 3 are colored (red or blue) whichcharacterizes the context of supervised
inference: the gender of each turtle is involved in estimating the model parameter.
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Fig. 3: The turtle data of Jolicoeur et al. (1960) and the TRV model HFHH retained by BIC
(BIC = 425.4) plotted in the canonical plane height× length

Parameter estimates

The parameter estimates of the two Gaussian populations inferred according to HFHH are stored into
psi{index}.

• Gaussian parameters

The centers of the two Gaussians are recorded intopsi{index}.mu:

>> psi{index}.mu

ans =

137.1218 103.2716 52.4952

112.4813 87.7042 40.3580

The first row 137.1218 103.2716 52.4952 corresponds topsi{index}.mu(1,:) and contains
the estimated means of length, width and height among females. The second row112.4813 87.7042 40.3580 cor-
responds topsi{index}.mu(2,:)and contains the estimated means of the three variables among males.

The covariance matrices of the two inferred Gaussians are recorded intopsi{index}.S:

>> psi{index}.S

ans(:,:,1) =

334.0521 195.8021 114.6781

195.8021 122.5700 68.8191
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114.6781 68.8191 42.5745

ans(:,:,2) =

224.7823 136.4052 72.3209

136.4052 88.4022 44.9322

72.3209 44.9322 25.1634

The first matrix, which can be obtained with:psi{index}.S(:,:,1), contains the covariances of
length, width and height among females. The second matrix, which can be obtained with:psi{index}.S(:,:,2),
contains the covariances of the three variables among males.

In addition to these Gaussian parameters,psi{index}.pprovides the frequency of females (psi{index}.p(1))
and the frequency of males (psi{index}.p(2)) in the turtle population. Here, as the model HFHH se-
lected byBIC assumes that group frequencies are homogeneous, both coefficients withinpsi{index}.p
are equal to 0.5.

The three following items show how to disclose the conditional standard deviation matrices, the cor-
relation matrices and the standardized means subject to theconstraints of the model HFHH.

• Standard deviations

The standard deviation estimates – which are free accordingto the model – are stored into a matrix
T(:,:,1) for females andT(:,:,2) for males, thanks to:for k=1:2 T(:,:,k)=diag(sqrt(diag(psi{index}.S(:,:,k))

T(:,:,1) =

18.2771 0 0

0 11.0711 0

0 0 6.5249

T(:,:,2) =

14.9927 0 0

0 9.4022 0

0 0 5.0163

So the standard deviation of length, width and height is respectively around 18.3, 11.1, 6.5 among females
and around 15.0, 9.4, 5.0 among males.

• Correlation matrices

The conditional correlations – which are supposed by the model to be homogeneous – can be stored
into a matrixR(:,:,1) for females andR(:,:,2) for males thanks to:
for k=1:2 R(:,:,k)=inv(T(:,:,k))*psi{index}.S(:,:,k)*inv(T(:,:,k)), end.

R(:,:,1) =

1.0000 0.9676 0.9616

0.9676 1.0000 0.9527

0.9616 0.9527 1.0000
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R(:,:,2) =

1.0000 0.9676 0.9616

0.9676 1.0000 0.9527

0.9616 0.9527 1.0000

As expectedR(:,:,1) andR(:,:,2) are equal. So, the correlation of any couple of variables from
{length, width, height} does not depend on the gender. For instance the correlation between the carapace
length and the carapace width is the same (0.9676) for females (R(1,2,1)) and for males (R(1,2,2)).

• Standardized means

The command:for k=1:2 V(k,:)=psi{index}.mu(k,:)*inv(T(:,:,k))stores the conditional
standardized means into a 2× 3 matrixV.

V =

7.5024 9.3280 8.0453

7.5024 9.3280 8.0453

The first rowV(1,:) denotes female standardized means and the second rowV(2,:)male standardized
means.
As expected the standardized mean estimates do not depend onthe turtle gender. Consequently each
coefficient of variation (inverse of a non-zero standardized mean) is also homogeneous:

>> V.^(-1)

ans =

0.1333 0.1072 0.1243

0.1333 0.1072 0.1243

So the carapace length has the same coefficient of variation (0.1333) among males and females.

Solution

The gender of the three met unsexed turtles is determined thanks to the few following code lines:

>> testsample=[110,85,42;121,94,45;139,97,49]; % features of the three new turtles

>> testsamplepart=zeros(3,1); % no one of the three new turtles is sexed

>> probapart=EstimPart(testsample,testsamplepart,psi{index})

probapart =

0.5138 0.4862

0.3560 0.6440

0.7132 0.2868

>> [maxim,sexestim]=max(probapart’)

maxim =

0.5138 0.6440 0.7132
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Fig. 4: The male and female turtles from Jolicoeur et al. (1960) (redand blue crosses consti-
tuting the training data); the TRV model HFHH selected by BIC(BIC = 425.4); three new
unsexed turtles (constituting the test sample) and their estimated gender (black crosses)

sexestim =

1 2 1

The 3× 2 matrixprobapart enables the following probabilistic allocation of the three unsexed turtles
to each gender: Turtle 1, Turtle 2 and Turtle 3 have 51.38%, 35.60% and 71.32% chance to be a female
according to the model HFHH selected byBIC.
The vectorsexestim is a hard partition of the three unsexed turtles obtained from probapart by max-
imum a posteriori: according to the discriminant rule learnt on the turtles of Jolicoeur et al. (1960) one
estimates that Turtle 1 and Turtle 3 are females whereas Turtle 2 is a male.

In Fig. 4 are plotted: (i) the training data of Jolicoeur et al. (1960) (ii) the model HFHH selected by
BIC (iii) the three new turtles and their estimated gender, all in the canonical plane height× length. This
figure is obtained thanks to:
Graf([turtles;testsample],[z;testsamplepart],psi{index},[3 1])

In discriminant analysis the inference of a model (and, so, of a discriminant rule) involves only la-
belled data. But the information contained into unlabelleddata may also be relevant for building a dis-
criminant rule. So MixTRV enables to infer a TRV model in a semi-supervised context where both
labelled and unlabelled data take part in the estimates.
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3.2 Semi-supervised classification

The use of MixTRV in a semi-supervised context is close to theprevious discriminant analysis sketch.
The following short example aims to display only slight differences regarding some graphical and statis-
tical outputs.

The data

The famous Fisher Iris dataset (called iris in R) involves 150 flowers described by Sepal Length, Sepal
Width, Petal Length and Petal Width (each in cm). The original iris flowers are split into three groups (50
flowers per group) corresponding to the species (versicolor, virginica, setosa).

In the followingiris denotes a 150× 4 matrix thei-th row of which indicates the sepal length (col-
umn 1), the sepal width (column 2), the petal length (column 3) and the petal width (column 4) of the
i-th flower. Additionallyz is a 150× 1 vector indicating (i) the species (1 for setosa, 2 for versicolor, 3
for virginica) of 75 irises (25 irises randomly selected within each group) and (ii) 0 for the 75 remaining
flowers which means that for these flowers the information about the species has been removed. The
matrixiris and the vectorz can be loaded by running the scriptiris located in the folder data.

Model inference

[model,dof,psi,part,stat]=ClusTRV(iris,z,3,{’HFHH’,’HHFF’})estimates by Maximum
Likelihood the parameter of the two TRV models HFHH and HHFF in case ofK = 3 groups. It is im-
portant to recall that both labelled and unlabelled irises are involved in estimating each model parameter.
Then MixTRV displays as in Table 2 the name of each estimated model as well as the parameter dimen-
sion (dof), the maximized log-likelihood (logL) and the values of three model selection criteria:AIC
(Akaike, 1974),BIC (Schwarz, 1978) andICL (Biernacki et al., 2000). The names of the estimated mod-

model dof logL AIC BIC ICL
HHFF 34 −224.9 258.9 310.1 311.3
HFHH 22 −273.1 295.1 328.2 336.0

Table 2:Estimating HFHH and HHFF on half unlabelled Fisher Iris

els are recorded intomodel, the parameter dimensions intodof, the maximized log-likelihood values into
stat.ell, theAIC (resp. BIC, ICL) values intostat.aic (resp.stat.bic, stat.icl). The output
psi contains the parameter of each estimated model andpart contains the associated partitions.

[bestbic,index]=min(stat.bic) followed by model{index} discloses the name of the best
BIC-associated model which is HHFF. The parameter of this modelis recorded intopsi{index}.

In Biernacki et al. (2000)ICL is defined as a model selection criterion intended to discardfrom over-
estimating the number of classesK in a cluster analysis context. We are aware thatICL is less meaningful
in a semi-supervised classification framework whenK is fixed. TheAICcond criterion of Vandewalle et al.
(2010) which is more appropriate for semi-supervised classification will be engraft to the next MixTRV
version.

Graphical outputs

Fig. 5 is obtained thanks to:Graf(iris,z,psi{index},[1 2]); it plots in the canonical plane
Sepal Length× Sepal Width:

• the data composed both of the 75 (colored) labelled irises and of the 75 (black) unlabelled flowers,
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Fig. 5: The model HHFF (BIC= 310.1) trained on both labelled (colored) and unlabelled
(black) irises and the estimated species of the unlabelled flowers

• the model HHFF selected byBIC among two TRV models,

• the estimated species of the unlabelled flowers indicated byblack crosses and stars.

As regards the representation of the selected model HHFF, the three dark grey solid segments (each
one passing through an ellipse center) have distinct slopeswhich means that Sepal Length and Sepal
Width are differently correlated among setosa, virginica and versicolor. The three light grey crosses are
not superimposed which implies that the standardized mean and, so, the coefficient of variation of each
variable Sepal Length and Sepal Width changes through the species. The assumption of homogeneous
standard deviations through the species is highlighted by the two following graphical observations which
are equivalent:

• every light grey cross and the corresponding ellipse centerare superimposed,

• the dashed rectangle sides are pairwise equal.

Parameter estimates

The inferred Gaussian parameters and the mixing proportions as well as the standard deviations, the
correlations and the standardized means are disclosed frompsi{index} in the same way as in Sec-
tion 3.1.

Estimated partitions

Two partitions of the data are available intopart{index}.

◦ Estimated fuzzy partition
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part{index}.fuzzy is a 150× 3 matrix giving (i) the conditional probabilities of membership for
any unlabelled flower and (ii) the true membership in a disjunctive way for any labelled iris. For ex-
amplepart{index}.fuzzy(56,:)displays0.0000 0.9971 0.0029 which means: the model HHFF
retained byBIC gives 0%, 99.71% and 0.29% chance to the 56-th flower of being a setosa, a versicolor
or a virginica. But as the first flower is a setosa thenpart{index}.fuzzy(1,:) displays1 0 0.

◦ Estimated maximum a posteriori partition

part{index}.map is a 150×1 matrix thej-th row of which is: (i) the label of thej-th flower estimated
by maximum a posteriori frompart{index}.fuzzy if the species of this flower is unknown and (ii) the
true label of thej-th flower contained intoz otherwise. So, the 56-th row ofpart{index}.map is equal
to 2 since the 56-th flower is the most likely a versicolor according topart{index}.fuzzy(56,:). But
as the first flower is a setosa thenpart{index}.map(1) provides 1.

3.3 Cluster analysis

The following example shows how to determine an underlying structure into continuous data without any
label.

The data

The dataset called faithful in R consists of 272 eruptions ofthe Old Faithful geyser located in the
Yellowstone National Park (US), described by two variablesDuration (in mins) and Waiting (in mins).
These data are often mentionned in the cluster analysis literature and what is generally researched is an
interpretable structure of the eruptions (see Azzalini andBowman, 1990).

Our data are made of a matrix calledgeyser with 272 rows (one row per eruption) and two columns
indicating respectively the duration (in mins) of an eruption and the waiting time (in mins) to the next
eruption. The matrixgeyser and the vectorz can be loaded by running the scriptgeyserlocated in the
folder data.

Model (and cluster number) selection

Here the number of groups (K) is not fixed by an external partition of the data. So estimating the clus-
ter number is a target of the inference as well as selecting a parsimonious model. Both a parsimonious
TRV model and a cluster number between 1 and 5 (larger clusternumbers could be considered) can be
selected thanks to:
for K=1:5 [model,dof,psi,part,stat]=ClusTRV(geyser,z,K,’allmodels’); end. Here z
is a 272× 1 vector with all components equal to 0 since no structure of the eruptions is known. Whatever
is the value ofK from 1 to 5 the outputsdof, psi, part andstat are defined exacly in the same way as
in Section 3.2.

The last instruction displays five tables which are reportedin Table 3. These tables show thatAIC
infers four groups – the bestAIC value (1129.0) corresponds to FFFF –BIC infers three groups – the
bestBIC value (1157.1) corresponds to FHHF – whereasICL prefers two groups – the bestICL value
(1158.8) corresponds to FFHF.

As the most commonly two classes of eruptions, traditionnally interpreted as long and short eruptions,
are inferred from the Oldfaithful data, one may prefer theICL solution (ICL = 1158.8). Then the name of
the best model (FFHF) is uncovered by:[besticl,index]=min(stat.icl); model{index} where
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model andstat.iclare inherited from:[model,dof,psi,part,stat]=ClusTRV(geyser,z,2,’allmodels’);.
The parameter of this model is stored intopsi{index} (the parameter dimension (10) is intodof(index),
the log-likelihood value (−1130.6) intostat.ell(index)and theICL value (1158.8) intostat.icl(index)).

Graphical output

Fig. 6 plots the Oldfaithful data, the model FFHF retained byICL (ICL = 1158.8) and the two class
associated partition. This figure is obtained thanks to:Graf(geyser,z,psi{index},[1 2]). The two
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Fig. 6: The TRV model FFHF inferred by ICL (ICL= 1158.8) on the Oldfaithful data and
the associated partition of the eruptions

dark grey solid segments (each one passing through an ellipse center) have equal slopes which means that
Duration and Waiting are identically correlated among the two groups of eruptions. As the two dashed
rectangles have neither equal nor proportional dimensions, the variables Duration and Waiting have free
standard deviations. Each of these two variables has also free standardized means since the light grey
crosses are not superimposed.

Note that all the crosses representing the data in Fig. 6 are black. This indicates that none of the data
involved in the model inference has a label.

Parameter estimates

The inferred model FFHF is characterized by:

• free mixing proportions:

>> psi{index}.p

ans =
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0.3562

0.6438

So, long eruptions (Group 2) are supposed by the model to be twice as frequent as short eruptions
(Group 1).

• homogeneous correlations:

>> for k=1:2 T(:,:,k)=diag(sqrt(diag(psi{index}.S(:,:,k)))); end % standard deviation matrices

>> for k=1:2 R(:,:,k)=inv(T(:,:,k))*psi{index}.S(:,:,k)*inv(T(:,:,k)), end %correlation matrices

R(:,:,1) =

1.0000 0.3461

0.3461 1.0000

R(:,:,2) =

1.0000 0.3461

0.3461 1.0000

Duration and Waiting are supposed to have the same Pearson correlation coefficient (0.3461) among
the two groups of eruptions.

• free standard deviations:

>> T % standard deviation matrices

T(:,:,1) =

0.2674 0

0 5.8757

T(:,:,2) =

0.4086 0

0 5.9565

0.2674 and5.8757 are the standard deviations of Duration and Waiting, estimated in the first class
of eruptions.

• free standardized means:

>> for k=1:2 V(k,:)=psi{index}.mu(k,:)*inv(T(:,:,k)), end

V =

7.6203 9.2735

10.5004 13.4269
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7.6203 is the standardized mean of Duration estimated in the first class of eruptions.

Estimated partitions

Two partitions of the data are available intopart{index}.

◦ Estimated fuzzy partition

part{index}.fuzzy is a 272× 2 matrix giving the conditional probabilities of membership for
any eruption. For examplepart{index}.fuzzy(244,:) displays 0.8761 0.1239 ; so the inferred
model FFHF gives the 244-th eruption 87.61% chance to belong to the first group of eruptions and 12.39%
chance to belong to the second group.

◦ Estimated maximum a posteriori partition

part{index}.map is a 272× 1 vector thej-th row of which is the label of Eruptionj estimated by
maximum a posteriori frompart{index}.fuzzy. So the 244-th row ofpart{index}.map is equal to
1 since Eruption 244 is most likely to belong to the first groupof eruptions.

3.4 Statistical hypothesis testing

Although they do not belong to the world of likelihood criteria intended to select a parametric model, sta-
tistical tests are sometimes used in a close mind. This section firstly proposes an approach based on the
Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) for selecting between two TRV hypotheses. Then it illustrates the following
property: when selecting between two TRV hypotheses thanksto the Likelihood Ratio Test, the decision
rule is data scale invariant.

For sake of shortness we sometimes write below that a TRV model m is taken as the null hypothesis
of the LRT and another modelm′ containingm as the alternative hypothesis. One must be aware that the
LRT is not at all some kind of model selection betweenm andm′. The more complex modelm′ – the
specification of which is always arbitrary – defines the parameter space and then the Likelihood Ratio
indicates whether the constraints associated tom are realistic or not.

Any TRV modelm is nested into FFFF, the general heteroscedastic Gaussian mixture with free mix-
ing proportions. So a standard Likelihood Ratio Test can help to decide between rejecting or not rejecting
the set of constraints associated tom. The conjunction of constraints withinm composes the null hypoth-
esisH0 whereas the constraints inherent in the parameter of FFFF constitute the alternative hypothesis
H1. η(m) denoting the parameter dimension ofm andL(ψ̂m) its maximized likelihood, if everH0 is true
thenΛ = −2 log(L(ψ̂m)/L(ψ̂FFFF)) is asymptotically distributed as aχ2 random variable with degree of
freedom:η(FFFF)− η(m). So, at a significance levelα the decision rule recommands to reject (resp. not
to reject) the set of constraints related tom when the observed value ofΛ is greater (resp. less) than the
argument of 1− α in the cumulative distribution function ofχ2

η(FFFF)−η(m).

Testing a single TRV hypothesis

In a statistical test framework MixTRV should be used the most commonly for deciding whether one
single TRV parameter among conditional correlations, standard deviations or standardized means is con-
strained, while the other parameters are free. For example,are the carapace length, width and height
of the turtles in Jolicoeur et al. (1960) identically correlated or not among males and females? One can
answer with a Likelihood Ratio Test by taking the constraints of the TRV model of homogeneous corre-
lations FFHF for the null hypothesisH0 and the general heteroscedastic model FFFF for the alternative
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hypothesisH1. At a significance level 5% this test is performed through theMixTRV function called
TesTRV thanks to:

>> [hyp,chisq,df,pval]=TesTRV(turtles,z,2,{’FFHF’,’FFFF’},0.05);

hypothesis group weights stand.dev. correlations stand.means

------------------------------------------------------------------------

null free free homogeneous free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

alternative free free free free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

chi-square: 2.8963 degree of freedom: 3 p-value: 0.40789

------------------------------------------------------------------------

At a significance level 0.05 the null hypothesis is not rejected

The inputsturtles andz are the same as in Section 3.1: they respectively harbors thecarapace mea-
suremements and the gender of each turtle. The next input number 2 indicates how many Gaussians have
to be inferred. The next cell mentions the names FFHF and FFFFof the two TRV models associated to
the hypothesesH0 andH1. The last input value 0.05 is the significance level of the test.

The functionTesTRV first recalls what are the null and the alternative hypotheses, as shown by the
output lines above. Then it displays the observed value (2.8963) ofΛ, the chi-square degree of freedom
(3), and the corresponding p-value (0.40789). At last a sentence makes explicit the decision: at a signif-
icance level 5% one cannot reject that carapace length, width and height are homogeneously correlated
among male and female turtles all the other parameters beingfree.

Here, the null and alternative hypotheses are recorded intohyp, the observed value ofΛ into chisq,
the chi-square degree of freedom intodf and the p-value intopval.

Combining several TRV hypotheses

It is unusual that a parametric test enables to decide between homogeneity/heterogeneity of diverse
parameters at the same time. However combining contraint assumptions about conditional correlations,
standard deviations and standardized means sometimes leads to meaningful interpretations. So, this para-
graph proposes to allow the use of the Likelihood Ratio Test even when the TRV model in place ofH0

mixes several constraints.

About the turtles of Jolicoeur et al. (1960):

• is it realistic to assume that both correlations and standardized means are homogeneous through
the genders?

• does the answer to the latter question have any interest?

The first item can be answered by testing the model FFHH asH0 versus FFFF asH1. At a significance
level 1%a the test is performed with:

>> [hyp,chisq,df,pval]=TesTRV(turtles,z,2,{’FFHH’,’FFFF’},0.01);

aHere, the choice of the significance level is only guided by didactical motivations.
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Fig. 7: According to FFHH – the set of constraints retained by the LRTrather than FFFF
(no constraints) – male and female turtles derive stochastically from a reference population
through a couple of scale transformations

hypothesis group weights stand.dev. correlations stand.means

------------------------------------------------------------------------

null free free homogeneous homogeneous

------------------------------------------------------------------------

alternative free free free free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

chi-square: 13.9003 degree of freedom: 6 p-value: 0.030769

------------------------------------------------------------------------

At a significance level 0.01 the null hypothesis is not rejected

So, the LRT does not reject (in favor of overall free parameters) the following combination of TRV
hypotheses: free weights-homogeneous correlations-freestandard deviations-homogeneous standardized
means.

The latter decision enables a meaningful interpretation about male and female turtles which justifies
to have considered a combination of TRV hypotheses intoH0. As underlined in Biernacki and Lourme
(2013) (Section 6.2), when several Gaussian populations have homogeneous standardized means, ho-
mogenous correlations, but distinct standard deviations,then these populations derive stochastically from
a common exogeneous Gaussian distribution, each one through a specific scale transformation. So, in
our context each sample of sexed turtles may derive from a reference population, normally distributed,
which is neither the male population nor the female population. Fig 7 displays this reference population
in addition to the model FFHH and to the turtle samples.

Parameter space reduction
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Up to now the Likelihood Ratio Test has been used in order to test a TRV modelm (null hypothe-
sis) against the most complex TRV model FFFF (alternative hypothesis). But the Likelihood Ratio Test
is allowed for any couple of nested models. Then, the alternative hypothesis may be associated to any
TRV modelm′ (possibly different from FFFF) as far asm′ containsm. That is why the functionTesTRV
allows to perform a Likelihood Ratio Test with any pair of nested TRV models. On this regard, Fig. 1
summarizes all the inclusion relationships in the TRV family.

Actually taking another model than FFFF for the alternativehypothesis is always an arbitrary reduc-
tion of the parameter space. Here are several examples wheresuch a limitation is justified.

The first example deals with the turtles of Jolicoeur et al. (1960). As male and female samples have
equal size, one could assume without further justification that both genders are equally frequent among
Midland Painted Turtles before testing for homogeneous correlations. So, it makes sense to test on the
two groups of turtles, HFHF against HFFF instead of FFHF against FFFF.

The second example is about all the cases where groups are mean centered. When testing for homo-
geneous correlations or standard deviations through the groups, a TRV model with homogeneous stan-
dardized means should be obviously prefered as the alternative hypothesis rather than any TRV model
with free standardized means.

For a third example let us consider several groups of scaled data: every conditional variable has been
divided by its estimated standard deviation so as to obtain orders of magnitude comparable between the
variables and between the groups. When testing for homogeneous correlations or standardized means on
such data, a TRV model with homogeneous standard deviationsshould be taken as the alternative hypoth-
esis rather than a model with free standard deviations.

Data scale invariance

For any couple of TRV models the Likelihood Ratio is scale invariantb. So, when two nested TRV
models are involved in a Likelihood Ratio Test the decision of the test is the same whatever are the units
of the data.

The three following items illustrate this property by testing the null TRV model FFHF against the
alternative model FFFF on the turtles of Jolicoeur et al. (1960). The observed value of the statisticΛ is
around 2.9c in each of the three following cases:

i when carapace length, width and height are measured each incm.

>> [hyp,chisq,df,pval]=TesTRV(turtles,z,2,{’FFHF’,’FFFF’},0.05);

hypothesis group weights stand.dev. correlations stand.means

------------------------------------------------------------------------

null free free homogeneous free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

alternative free free free free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

chi-square: 2.8963 degree of freedom: 3 p-value: 0.40789

bThe proof of this property is outside the purpose of this userguide. So, it is not reported here.
cEven in a supervised case, the inferrence of FFHF requires a stepwise algorithm intended to increase the likelihood. This is

the reason why one can observe slight differences between the values ofΛ at items i, ii and iii.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------

At a significance level 0.05 the null hypothesis is not rejected

ii when carapace length, width and height are measured in dm× cm× mm:

>> [hyp,chisq,df,pval]=TesTRV(turtles*diag([0.1,1,10]),z,2,{’FFHF’,’FFFF’},0.05);

hypothesis group weights stand.dev. correlations stand.means

------------------------------------------------------------------------

null free free homogeneous free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

alternative free free free free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

chi-square: 2.897 degree of freedom: 3 p-value: 0.40779

------------------------------------------------------------------------

At a significance level 0.05 the null hypothesis is not rejected

iii when each variable is scaled:

>> scalmat=zeros(3,3); for j=1:3 scalmat(j,j)=1/std(turtles(:,j)); end

>> [hyp,chisq,df,pval]=TesTRV(turtles*scalmat,z,2,{’FFHF’,’FFFF’},0.05);

hypothesis group weights stand.dev. correlations stand.means

------------------------------------------------------------------------

null free free homogeneous free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

alternative free free free free

------------------------------------------------------------------------

chi-square: 2.8848 degree of freedom: 3 p-value: 0.40974

------------------------------------------------------------------------

At a significance level 0.05 the null hypothesis is not rejected
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K = 1 K = 2 K = 3 K = 4 K = 5

model dof logL AIC BIC ICL dof log L AIC BIC ICL dof log L AIC BIC ICL dof log L AIC BIC ICL dof log L AIC BIC ICL

FFFF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 11 −1130.3 1141.3 1161.1 1161.4 17 −1119.2 1136.2 1166.9 1183.6 23 −1106.0 1129.0 1170.5 1224.0 29 −1099.9 1128.9 1181.2 1239.1

FPFF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 10 −1136.0 1146.0 1164.0 1164.2 15 −1123.7 1138.7 1165.7 1197.9 20 −1116.6 1136.6 1172.7 1190.4 25 −1109.8 1134.8 1179.9 1237.9

FHFF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 9 −1140.0 1149.0 1165.2 1165.9 13 −1126.2 1139.2 1162.7 1184.6 17 −1124.8 1141.8 1172.5 1226.7 21 −1116.7 1137.7 1175.6 1216.7

FFHF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 10 −1130.6 1140.6 1158.6 1158.8 15 −1120.5 1135.5 1162.5 1170.2 20 −1109.8 1129.8 1165.9 1205.7 25 −1105.4 1130.4 1175.4 1230.0

FPHF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 9 −1136.3 1145.3 1161.5 1161.7 13 −1124.5 1137.5 1161.0 1189.3 17 −1118.6 1135.6 1166.3 1200.2 21 −1109.9 1130.9 1168.7 1216.8

FHHF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 8 −1140.2 1148.2 1162.6 1163.4 11 −1126.3 1137.3 1157.1 1179.2 14 −1120.8 1134.8 1160.1 1186.2 17 −1116.2 1133.2 1163.8 1197.9

FFFH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 9 −1285.9 1294.9 1311.1 1352.3 13 −1284.7 1297.7 1321.2 1426.1 17 −1136.5 1153.5 1184.1 1221.7 21 −1134.1 1155.1 1192.9 1230.4

FPFH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 8 −1289.8 1297.8 1312.2 1500.0 11 −1289.8 1300.8 1320.6 1617.7 14 −1289.8 1303.8 1329.0 1704.5 17 −1286.9 1303.9 1334.5 1687.2

FHFH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 7 −1289.8 1296.8 1309.4 1496.6 9 −1289.8 1298.8 1315.0 1613.2 11 −1289.8 1300.8 1320.6 1693.9 13 −1289.8 1302.8 1326.2 1760.2

FFHH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 8 −1287.8 1295.8 1310.2 1376.1 11 −1287.8 1298.8 1318.6 1512.3 14 −1143.9 1157.9 1183.1 1359.2 17 −1143.9 1160.9 1191.5 1429.0

FPHH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 7 −1289.8 1296.8 1309.4 1497.0 9 −1289.8 1298.8 1315.0 1612.3 11 −1289.8 1300.8 1320.6 1697.5 13 −1289.8 1302.8 1326.2 1763.3

HFFF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 10 −1141.7 1151.7 1169.7 1169.9 15 −1121.0 1136.0 1163.1 1204.3 20 −1121.6 1141.6 1177.6 1247.0 25 −1105.0 1130.0 1175.1 1256.6

HPFF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 9 −1147.3 1156.3 1172.5 1172.7 13 −1124.0 1137.0 1160.4 1195.9 17 −1126.9 1143.9 1174.6 1225.1 21 −1114.2 1135.2 1173.0 1252.6

HHFF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 8 −1150.8 1158.8 1173.2 1173.8 11 −1131.0 1142.0 1161.9 1194.3 14 −1133.0 1147.0 1172.3 1248.0 17 −1126.5 1143.5 1174.1 1295.1

HFHF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 9 −1142.0 1151.0 1167.2 1167.3 13 −1124.6 1137.6 1161.0 1202.9 17 −1128.7 1145.7 1176.4 1236.8 21 −1108.8 1129.8 1167.6 1241.1

HPHF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 8 −1147.5 1155.5 1169.9 1170.3 11 −1125.6 1136.6 1156.5 1190.9 14 −1130.8 1144.8 1170.0 1241.1 17 −1118.6 1135.6 1166.2 1255.5

HHHF 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 7 −1151.0 1158.0 1170.7 1171.3 9 −1131.1 1140.1 1156.3 1188.7 11 −1134.4 1145.4 1165.2 1271.2 13 −1127.9 1140.9 1164.3 1329.1

HFFH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 8 −1287.5 1295.5 1309.9 1395.1 11 −1287.1 1298.1 1318.0 1508.4 14 −1284.9 1298.9 1324.1 1449.1 17 −1282.4 1299.4 1330.0 1449.0

HPFH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 7 −1289.8 1296.8 1306.6 1498.0 9 −1289.8 1298.8 1315.0 1613.8 11 −1289.8 1300.8 1320.6 1697.7 13 −1289.8 1302.8 1326.2 1764.0

HHFH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 6 −1289.8 1295.8 1306.6 1495.2 7 −1289.8 1296.8 1309.4 1608.2 8 −1289.8 1297.8 1312.2 1689.3 9 −1289.8 1298.8 1315.0 1752.8

HFHH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 7 −1288.5 1295.5 1308.1 1392.2 9 −1287.8 1296.8 1313.0 1506.7 11 −1150.5 1161.5 1181.4 1376.7 13 −1286.4 1299.4 1322.9 1513.7

HPHH 5 −1289.8 1294.8 1303.8 1303.8 6 −1289.8 1295.8 1306.6 1495.2 7 −1289.8 1296.8 1309.4 1608.2 8 −1289.8 1297.8 1312.2 1689.3 9 −1289.8 1298.8 1315.0 1752.8

Table 3: ClusTRV output when inferring from1 to 5 groups on Old Faithful Geyser data (see Section 3.3)
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4 Perspectives

The possible extensions of the MixTRV package - enlarging the constraints about standard deviations, cor-
relations or standardized means to non Gaussian mixtures for example - are discussed into Biernacki and Lourme
(2013), so they are not developed here. In this section some cue points are just given in order to enable
any user to improve the current version of MixTRV by himself.

A drawback of MixTRV is the slowness, whatever is the computer on which it runs. Inferring the
twenty-two MixTRV models from Old Faithful Geyser data in a non supervised context like in Section 3.3
takes about one hour, despite the low space dimension (two variables) and a reasonable sample size
(272 units). By comparison, inferring the models of any competing R package as bgmm (Biecek et al.,
2012), mclust (Fraley et al., 2012), pgmm (McNicholas et al., 2011), Rmixmod (Lebret et al., nd) or up-
class (Russell et al., nd) on the same dataset takes less thana split second. Let us briefly explain the
slowness of MixTRV in order to make it run faster in a further version. In a supervised context eighteen
TRV models have no closed form estimates: an own MixTRV routine increases the likelihood with re-
spect to each parameter component alternately. In a semi supervised or non supervised context the latter
stepwise routine is plugged into each M step of EM in order to maximize the expected completed log
likelihood. So, the MixTRV stepwise routine enables to completely control a likelihood increasing pro-
cess whatever is the context: supervised, semi supervised or non supervised inference, but it greatly slows
down the estimation procedure. In order to reduce MixTRV running time one can replace the MixTRV
stepwise routine with an external function for multivariate optimization (at the risk of no more controlling
the optimization process). Then, this replacement can be combined with one of the methods devoted to
EM acceleration which are reviewed in McLachlan and Krishnan (2008), pp. 35-36.

Another shortcoming of MixTRV is the lack of parameter initialization options. In non supervised
learning situations bgmm, mclust, pgmm, Rmixmod, upclass all propose several strategies for EM ini-
tializations. Some of these strategies consist on pre-allocating the data to classes from which an EM
initializing parameter is estimated. In some other strategies the initial parameter of EM arises either from
a random procedure or from a first short inferential stage or even from a user specification. In MixTRV
the functionPsInit randomly selects a parameter satisfying the constraints ofany TRV model. The out-
put ofPsInit is a suitable initial parameter (i) for the EM algorithm in a semi or non supervised context
and (ii) for the MixTRV stepwise routine maximizing the likelihood of the eighteen TRV models which
have no closed form estimates in a supervised context. So, one just has to change thePsInit function in
order to propose a wider range of MixTRV initializing strategies.

Another flaw of MixTRV can be quickly changed according to user’s wishes: stopping criteria of
likelihood increasing procedures are not defined as input variables. Each package bgmm, mclust, pgmm,
Rmixmod proposes an EM stopping rule: the alternation of E and M steps ends either when the iteration-
wise increase of the log likelihood remains less than a user specified threshold or when the number of
iterations becomes greater than a pre-defined level. In MixTRV the number of iterations of EM as the
number of iterations of the MixTRV stepwise likelihood increasing routine are local variables (called re-
spectively NbIterEM and NbLoop). Both of them can easily be set as input variables and combined with
a stopping rule based on iteration-wise likelihood increases.

Three model selection criteriaAIC (Akaike, 1974),BIC (Schwarz, 1978) andICL (Biernacki et al.,
2000) have been implemented in this first version of MixTRV because of their popularity. Any other
criterion depending on what a user needs can be added by modifying the MixTRV function calledStats.
CAIC (Bozdogan, 1987),AIC3 (Bozdogan, 1994),NEC (Celeux and Soromenho, 1996) for example
may complete the current set of criteria devoted to model selection in a cluster analysis context. The
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recentAICcond (Vandewalle et al., 2010) is also intended to integrate the functionStats: this latter cri-
terion is more specifically dedicated to semi supervised learning situations than the other mentioned
criteria. MixTRV misses the misclassification error rate wheareas the latter is common in a context of
supervised inference for assessing the goodness of a classifier. Estimating this rate by a cross validation
(CV) methodology requires several inferences per model which is not easy because of MixTRV slowness.
So, one has to improve MixTRV speed performances before implementing any CV misclassification error
rate.

It would be great that a MixTRV function enables to simulate data according to any desired TRV
model as bgmm or mclust do with their own models. Here is one possible use of such a function. As any
couple of nested TRV models:m0 ⊂ m1 can be involved into a likelihood ratio test, the type II error may
be wished. Unfortunately the distribution of the Likelihood Ratio statisticΛ = −2 log(L(ψ̂m0)/L(ψ̂m1)) is
unknown whenm0 is not the true model. So, the probability of wrongly non rejectingm0 cannot be ob-
tained in a closed form. Nevertheless this probability can be estimated thanks to the following bootstrap
procedure: (i) computêψm1 from the observed data (ii) simulate several samples fromψ̂m1 and for each
one computeΛ. An estimate of the type II error of the test is given by the frequency ofΛ bootstrap values
belonging to the region of acceptance.

Fig. 4, 5, 6 which are drawn from the same MixTRV function calledGraf, show that MixTRV enables
to distinguish graphically a supervised learning situation (Fig. 4) from a semi supervised (Fig. 5) or non
supervised situation (Fig. 6). One will find in Biernacki andLourme (2013) (Fig. 4, 6) some other exam-
ples of what can be obtained from slight modifications of the functionGraf. Further, the current set of
MixTRV graphical tools could be advantageously broadened.One could learn from Fig. 6 of Biecek et al.
(2012) for displaying all MixTRV model ranks according to some quantitative criterion in a supervised
context. Similarly some figure like Fig. 10 in Fraley et al. (2012) would be powerful to compare in a
glance the MixTRV models in a cluster analysis situation.
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